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The Principles of Art 2016-09-06

r g collingwood s disquisition is a pioneering academic work on the philosophy of art the principles of art

was first published in 1923 this prolific philosophical essay argues various theories regarding the doctrine

of art the meaning and uses of the word itself and the psychological theories behind artistic practices r g

collingwood addresses plato s republic which is often thought of as a renunciation of art and he suggests

that the work is nothing of the sort read co books is proudly republishing this volume for artists art critics

and philosophical thinkers complete with a specially commissioned biography of the author

R.G. Collingwood 1998

many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900 s and before are now extremely

scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality

modern editions using the original text and artwork

Outlines of a Philosophy of Art 2016-08-26

published posthumously in 1964 this volume contains a fantastic collection of essays by r g collingwood

on the subject of art and it s relationship with philosophy robin george collingwood fba 1889 1943 was an

english historian philosopher and archaeologist most famous for his philosophical works including the

principles of art 1938 and the posthumously published the idea of history 1946 this fascinating volume will

appeal to those with an interest in collingwood s seminal work and is not to be missed by students of

philosophy and art contents include ruskin not a philosophical writer ruskin s attitude towards philosophy

on the philosophy of non philosophers logicism and historicism ruskin as historicist the anti historicism of

ruskin s contemporaries the unity of the spirit corollaries and illustrations ruskin and browning etc many

vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in mind that we are

republishing this volume today in an affordable modern edition complete with a specially commissioned

new biography of the author

Essays in the Philosophy of Art 2020-10-16

robin george collingwood 1889 1943 was one of the most important philosophers of the 20th century with

his work spanning theory of knowledge metaphysics philosophy of art philosophy of history and social and

political philosophy the full range and reach of collingwood s philosophical thought is covered by peter

skagestad in this study following collingwood s education and his oxford career skagestad considers his

relationship with prominent italian philosophers croce and de ruggiero and the british idealists taking

collingwood s publications in order he explains under what circumstances they were produced and the

reception of his work by his contemporaries and by posterity from religion and philosophy 1916 and

speculum mentis 1923 to the posthumously published the idea of history 1946 featuring full coverage of

collingwood s philosophy of art skagestad also considers his argument in response to a j ayer that



metaphysics is the historical study of absolute presuppositions most importantly skagestad reveals how

relevant collingwood is today through his concept of barbarism as a perceptive diagnosis of totalitarianism

and his prescient warning of the rise of populism in the 21st century

The Principles of Art 1955

this book addresses the apparent contradiction in moral condemnation of good artworks since there is no

direct contradiction it must involve a third thing that connects aesthetic value and moral value a significant

view about this third thing results from combining r g collingwood s aesthetic and moral theories and

articulating a theory of judgment on his behalf the view is that an artwork is aesthetically good if the artist

fulfilled the moral duty to express emotion successfully why this matters and how it fits into the larger

conversation about morality and art round out this book s study book jacket

Exploring the Philosophy of R. G. Collingwood 2020-11-26

many philosophers have been interested in aesthetics but collingwood was passionate about art his

theories were never merely theoretical aesthetics for him was a vivid vibrant thing to be experienced

immediately in worked paint and in sculpted stone in poetry and music art and life were no dichotomy for

collingwood for how could you have one without the other works of art were created in and for the real

world to be enjoyed by real people to enchant and enhance aaron ridley s fascinating introduction opens

up the work of this most rewarding of aesthetic thinkers tracing his thought from its philosophic origins

through to its practical consequence and ethical implications the man who saw art as the community s

medicine for the worse disease of mind had a sense of its urgent importance which we ignore at our peril

today page 4 of cover

Collingwood on the Moral Principles of Art 2009

r g collingwood 1889 1943 many philosophers have been interested in aesthetics but collingwood was

passionate about art his theories were never merely theoretical aesthetics for him was a vivid vibrant thing

to be experienced immediately in worked paint and in sculpted stone in poetry and music art and life were

no dichotomy for collingwood for how could you have one without the other works of art were created in

and for the real world to be enjoyed by real people to enchant and enhance aaron ridley s fascinating

introduction opens up the work of this most rewarding of aesthetic thinkers tracing his thought from its

philosophic origins through to its practical consequence and ethical implications the man who saw art as

the community s medicine for the worst disease of mind had a sense of its urgent importance which we

ignore at our peril today

R.G. Collingwood 1999

bonded leather binding



The Great Philosophers:Collingwood 2011-09-14

this book argues that r g collingwood s philosophy is best understood as a diagnosis of and response to a

crisis of western civilisation the various and complementary aspects of the crisis of civilisation are

explored and collingwood is demonstrated to be working in the traditions of romanticism and historicism

on these subjects the theories of collingwood and ortega y gasset are contrasted with those of nietzsche

and weber

Outlines of a Philosophy of Art 1988-05-01

タレスよりホワイトヘッドにいたる自然観の歴史をたどり 哲学と科学との間の深い裂け目に哲学の側から橋を架けることによって 一つの

答えを与えようと試みた

Collingwood and the Crisis of Western Civilisation 2012-02-23

this major contribution to the philosophy of history describes how the modern idea of history has grown

from the time of herodotus to the present day

自然の観念 2002-08

r g collingwood s name is familiar to historians and history educators around the world few however have

charted the depths of his reflections on what it means to be educated in history in this book marnie

hughes warrington begins with the facet of collingwood s work best known to teachers re enactment and

locates it in historically informed discussions on empathy imagination and history education revealed are

dynamic concepts of the a priori imagination and education that tend towards reflection on the

presuppositions that shape our own and others forms of life

R.G. Collingwood 1957

collingwood and hegel r g collingwood was a lonely thinker begrudgingly admired by some and

bludgeoned by others he failed to train a single disciple just as he failed to communicate to the reading

public his vision of the unity of experience this failure stands in stark contrast to the success of georg

wilhelm friedrich hegel who won many disciples to a very similar point of view and whose influence on

subsequent thought having been rediscovered since 1920 has not yet been adequately explored

collingwood and hegel share three fundamental similarities both men held overwhelming admiration of the

greeks both possessed uniquely broad knowledge of academic controversies of their day and both were

inalterably convinced that human experience consti tutes a single whole if experts find collingwood s

vision of wholeness less satisfactory than hegel s much of the fault lies in the atmosphere in which col

lingwood labored oxford in the 1920 s and 1930 s sceptical and specialized was not the enthusiastic

heidelberg and berlin of 1816 to 183i what is important in collingwood is not that he fell short of hegel but



that working under adverse conditions he came so elose indeed those unfamiliar with hegel will find in

collingwood s early works especially in speculum m entis a useful introduction to the great german

The Idea of History 1956

r g collingwood is an important 20th century historian archaeologist and philosopher whose works are the

subject of continued interest analysis and study there is an unquestionable need to support this research

activity with the provision of a reference guide which is fully up to date informed and authoritative the

companion therefore lists all primary and secondary material relevant to the study of collingwood in all his

fields of expertise historical theory philosophy and archaeology it also provides a guide to archive material

relevant to his life together with sources and locations the resulting volume is an essential companion to

the understanding of the life and thought of r g collingwood

How Good an Historian Shall I Be? 2012-02-28

best known today for his philosophies of history and art collingwood was also a historian archaeologist

sailor artist and musician a figure of enormous energy and ambition he took as his subject nothing less

than the whole of human endeavor and he lived in the same way seeking to experience the complete

range of human passion in this vivid and swiftly paced narrative fred inglis tells the dramatic story of a

remarkable life from collingwood s happy lakeland childhood to his successes at oxford his archaeological

digs as a renowned authority on roman britain his solo sailing adventures in the english channel his long

struggle with illness and his sometimes turbulent romantic life from publisher description

The Formative Years of R. G. Collingwood 2012-12-06

why should modern philosophers read the works of r g collingwood his ideas are often thought difficult to

locate in the main lines of development taken by twentieth century philosophy some have read

collingwood as anticipating the later wittgenstein others have concentrated exclusively on the internal

coherence of his thought this work aims to introduce collingwood to contemporary students of philosophy

through direct engagement with his arguments it is a conversation with collingwood that takes as its

subject matter the topics that interested him philosophy and method philosophy of mind language and

logic the historical imagination art and expression action metaphysics and life and which still preoccupy us

today the first introductory book on this major modern philosopher includes critical investigation of his

thought there is no similar work available

R. G. Collingwood: A Research Companion 2014-11-20

romano celtic art in northumbria is an essay by r g collingwood on the subject of early british art focusing

on examples found in northern england romano celtic culture arose in britain under the roman empire after

the ad 43 roman conquest it began as a combination of roman culture and that of the indigenous britons



and lasted until the 5th century and the roman departure from britain this volume is highly recommended

for those with an interest in british history and culture as well as the roman influence thereon robin george

collingwood fba 1889 1943 was an english historian philosopher and archaeologist most famous for his

philosophical works including the principles of art 1938 and the idea of history 1946 other notable works

by this author include religion and philosophy 1916 roman britain 1923 and speculum mentis 1924 many

vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in mind that we are

republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially

commissioned new biography of the author

History Man 2009-07-06

this volume brings together academics from a variety of disciplines to discuss collingwood s contributions

to philosophy aesthetics philosophy of history political philosophy and archaeological theory it begins with

a general survey of his contribution to history politics and philosophy

R.G. Collingwood An Introduction 1998-01-01

a volume in the writers and their work series which draws upon recent thinking in english studies to

introduce writers and their contexts each volume includes biographical material an examination of recent

criticism a bibliography and a reappraisal of a major work by the writer

Mind, History, and Dialectic: the Philosophy of R. G. Collingwood 1969

this is the first comprehensive study of the political philosophy of the british philosopher r g collingwood

best known for his contributions to aesthetics and the philosophy of history however his political thought

and in particular his book the new leviathan have been neglected even dismissed in some quarters

professor boucher argues for the importance of this political theory and provides a perspicuous account of

its development and originality he contends that the new leviathan is an attempt to reconcile philosophy

and history theory and practice collingwood s distinctive contribution to modern political and social thought

is seen as his sustained project of distinguishing utility from right and right from duty the passion for

history coincides with the ethical thought because collingwood wishes to identify dutiful or moral action

with a historical civilization drawing on a wealth of manuscript material this book will prove invaluable to

political philosophers and intellectual historians

Romano-Celtic Art in Northumbria 2021-03-22

this early work by r g collingwood was originally published in 1922 and we are now republishing it with a

brand new introductory biography roman britain is an informative work on roman britain and includes

chapters on town and country life art and language religion and much more robin george collingwood was

born on 22nd february 1889 in cartmel england he was the son of author artist and academic w g



collingwood he was greatly influenced by the italian idealists croce gentile and guido de ruggiero another

important influence was his father a professor of fine art and a student of ruskin he published many works

of philosophy such as speculum mentis 1924 an essay on philosophic method 1933 and an essay on

metaphysics 1940

Collingwood on Re-enactment 2003

comprises of critical essays on collingwood s contribution to all the major areas of philosophy

Philosophy, History and Civilization 1995

a central motif of r g collingwood s philosophy of history is the idea that historical understanding requires

a re enactment of past experience however there have been sharp disagreements about the acceptability

of this idea and even its meaning

R. G. Collingwood 1953

rethinking r g collingwood reviews collingwood s thought via his own rethinking of hegel it establishes the

revisionary character of collingwood s defence of liberal civilization in theory and practice collingwood is

seen as avoiding the pitfalls of hegel s teleological historicism by developing an open and contestable

reading of the rationality of liberal civilization which neither reduces practice to theory nor philosophy to

history the contemporary relevance of collingwood s standpoint is demonstrated by comparing it with

those of recent defenders and critics of liberalism rawls lyotard and macintyre

The Social and Political Thought of R. G. Collingwood 2003-11-13

this early work by robin g collingwood was originally published in 1939 and we are now republishing it with

a brand new introductory biography an autobiography is the story of collingwood s personal and academic

life robin george collingwood was born on 22nd february 1889 in cartmel england he was the son of

author artist and academic w g collingwood he was greatly influenced by the italian idealists croce gentile

and guido de ruggiero another important influence was his father a professor of fine art and a student of

ruskin he published many works of philosophy such as speculum mentis 1924 an essay on philosophic

method 1933 and an essay on metaphysics 1940

R.G. Collingwood--a Bibliography 1988

this early work by r g collingwood was originally published in 1922 and we are now republishing it with a

brand new introductory biography roman britain is an informative work on roman britain and includes

chapters on town and country life art and language religion and much more robin george collingwood was

born on 22nd february 1889 in cartmel england he was the son of author artist and academic w g

collingwood he was greatly influenced by the italian idealists croce gentile and guido de ruggiero another



important influence was his father a professor of fine art and a student of ruskin he published many works

of philosophy such as speculum mentis 1924 an essay on philosophic method 1933 and an essay on

metaphysics 1940

Roman Britain 2013-08

this book argues that r g collingwood developed a complete and coherent political philosophy of

civilization in making this case it also demonstrates that collingwood s philosophical work comprises a

unity in which although there was development there is no fundamental discontinuity between his earlier

and later writings a philosophy of civilization must situate its subject matter within the full context of

human experience and therefore collingwood s political philosophy of civilization must be situated within

the context of his whole philosophy the book presents the case that collingwood developed a coherent

philosophy of politics and civilization that this had its roots in both the early and the later work and that his

overall philosophical approach comprises a generally consistent and integrated whole

Critical Essays on the Philosophy of R. G. Collingwood 1972

this is the long awaited publication of a set of writings by the british philosopher historian and

archaeologist r g collingwood on critical anthropological and cultural themes only hinted at in his

previously available work at the centre of the book are six chapters of a study of folktale and magic

composed by collingwood in the mid 1930s and intended for development into a book here collingwood

applies the principles of his philosophy of history to problems in the long term evolution of human society

and culture this is preceded in part i by a range of contextualizing material on such topics as the relations

between music and poetry the nature of language the value of jane austen s novels the philosophy of art

and the relations between aesthetic theory and artistic practice part iii of the volume consists of two

essays one on the relationship between art and mechanized civilization and the second written in 1931 on

the collapse of human values and civilization leading up to the catastrophe of armed conflict these offer a

devastating analysis of the consequences that attend the desertion of liberal principles indeed of all

politics as such in the ultimate self annihilation of military conquest the volume opens with three

substantial introductory essays by the editors authorities in the fields of critical and literary history social

and cultural anthropology and the philosophy of history and the history of ideas they provide their

explanatory and contextual notes to guide the reader through the texts the philosophy of enchantment

brings hitherto unrecognized areas of collingwood s achievement to light and demonstrates the broad

range of collingwood s intellectual engagements their integration and their relevance to current areas of

debate in the fields of philosophy cultural studies social and literary history and anthropology

History as Re-enactment 1999

this book brings together for the first time the political and related writings of r g collingwood 1889 1943

the great oxford philosopher historian and archaeologist including a great deal of previously unpublished



or inaccessible material the writings place political action in the context of action as a whole and

addresses substantive social and political issues particularly nazism and fascism which collingwood

recognized as a threat to european civilization

Rethinking R.G. Collingwood 2004-04-30

r g collingwood is an important 20th century historian archaeologist and philosopher whose works are the

subject of continued interest analysis and study there is an unquestionable need to support this research

activity with the provision of a reference guide which is fully up to date informed and authoritative the

companion therefore lists all primary and secondary material relevant to the study of collingwood in all his

fields of expertise historical theory philosophy and archaeology it also provides a guide to archive material

relevant to his life together with sources and locations the resulting volume is an essential companion to

the understanding of the life and thought of r g collingwood

The Later Philosophy of R.G. Collingwood 1962

An Autobiography 2014-07-07

Roman Britain 1994

Metaphysics, Method and Politics 2015-10-19

The Philosophy of Enchantment 2004-04-07

Essays in Political Philosophy 1989

Neo-idealistic Aesthetics 1966

Collingwood and the Crisis of Western Civilisation 2012

R. G. Collingwood: A Research Companion 2014-11-20



Essays in the Philosophy of History 1965
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